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...... "'""'-' awareness of the potential health risks associated with 
or air pollutants and growing attentions on energy efficiency 

stimulated studies of the performance of ventilation 
sys_tems. Air exchange efficiency and ventilation effectiveness 
examine two aspects of ventilation performance: to supply fresh 
air to and to remove contaminants from the zones of occupancy. 

paper describe -·the theoretical derivation process -for a 
ive contaminant 'removal effectiveness term and its relation 

o ' other concepts and ' definitions that are used in ventilation 
formance studies. The term is applied to a set of experiments 

.. ". __ cted ~n a natur.ally_- v~nt_il~~ed . apart;~~~": b~i:~d_ing ._ · 
.... .... .. ~- .. .. ~~ . .. . . .... ,. - ... ' . . ···_; 

- . . - - -.. -~ ~ . , . .. . '- . . . - . . 
KEYWORDS: -ventilation·effectiveness, removal effectiveness, -age 

of air, trace gas techniques. 

··-· -~ - ·· J -- ..:::- :rc tJs ~;j:. ~ -: .. ·: · .. ~~1~~·r: :~::.!: ~··\. J ~ ... :. ·1.: ·.: -~~- .... :- _ ... .. . .. .· :_ ~ ' . .. - . . - . . . . . . ' " -
~ . · Knowledge of .ventilation performance ~s ~mportant iri ' the 
'development of . control'· =strateg1es •'for i indoor air qU'ali ty' in an 
~n~rgy-effic'i!2nt maiu1er} Traditionally ,··l ventilation 'systems have 
been ·_designed based 'on t 'h'e· as-s 'uinption that ;the supply ··air and the 
pollutant are·'well · htixed throughout the· ventilated space: It has 
also · been' ··assum.ed that~1 '"th"e ~ ai'r ''flow ' -1$ ~ distri_buted uniformly 
~ithin a _·_building: Fiow·ever;'-- recent :·studies have "sho\'fn 'that the 
overall ventilation r ·ate' within ' a · building can be up · to · 50% of 
the vemtilation" rate iri ce-rtain parts· of that building '( 1') • This 
low air exchange rate . may cause slow removal . of the ' indoor 
contaminants in these parts of the building. · ·: · 

Ventilation performance is usually measured in terms of: the 
ability to supply fresh air to the room and the ability to remove 
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·· .. ::·.-.• ... . . . 

contaminants from the room [2-3] . Conventionally, the 
aspects are referred to as air exch~nge efficiency 
ventilation effectiveness respectively. The rationale for 
separate treatment is that the behaviour of air and cent 
are usually different, especially when pollutants 
uniformly distributed. 

'':whi;~ pollutants are introduced in a space, 
are~ not. well-mixed immediately with room air. The cons 
contamination migration and distribution are affected by room 
movement ' patterns and the d i ffusion processes, and are ~ .... ~·~; 

different from those of the room air. Therefore, the air-exc 
efficiency . could not indicate the ability of the ventilati 
system to· evacuate the contaminant originating from a source 
the room. The term ventilation effectiveness is used to e 
the degree to which pollutants ·are removed and prevented· 
spreading to specific zones. There . are various de£init 
associated with these two terms. Most of the definitions 
based on the performance of mechanically ·supplied air _to r 
the uniformly distributed indoor contaminants, that is 
efficiency of the air distribution. In the case of non-unif 
contaminant distribution, the definitions and/or the measureme 
of the ventilation effectiveness are limited mostly to mechari 
ventilation dominated . systems. Thus, no appropriate techn 
exist for . the . evaluation of . contaminant removal capabilit 
situations --where . : natura! · ~entilation dominates and .. 
contaminant -distribution cannot"be assumed, or when there a 
many' , s~p~ly : al)d r~~urn . diffus~rs for · ~onvenie~~ _. meas~rement 

' ,' ""'i ,·· : , -r •'•"'" ~ '·-""' " . ... - · · -• • • •· · •· -• ~ • - ... 

~ · :~-~A-.P};'9ce'c;,iur'e j~~ .. rn~~s~r~ng _vent}.~ation· effectiveness in 
:S;t,y.at~ons: .wc;~ . pr:opo_sed .. in _a pr.evicius _.paper (4), . in which 
term called relativeness contaminant . removal effectiveness 
p.~~ ~i!-~51. : The .~empl\cfs:i:s . <?f this p_aper ) .s: tc)· present. the theoret 
aspect of the new .term . and to show .- :the' relati-ons of this 
with some'' other 'concepts . cima de"finl:tioris ' empioyed in st 
air-exchange . effi.ciency . and ventilation . effectiveness ... - ..: · ' .... .. . ...... - .. ·.J --·· -- _ ... . . - ···- . \ -· . . . ......... ':0 .... - =::: ..... • .., ___ . ·L.o.;:;..._._. ..... , 

• ;; ·• !.! '7: · '- -~ :;' ?J ~ ~ r: ~ :-• :· . ..: ..:. _ , : ; - l 

THEORETICAL DERIVATION OF THE RELATIVE REMOVAL EFFECTIVENESS 

Consider the following generic situation, · a bhii'd'i,-;g 
Y.9JU~~ Y--.. (~3) -ch~s ~- ven.til~tion . rate ,CJf Q (m3 Is), which may 
be easily measurable . . The qeneratio·n . 'rate of the contarn .... uc:u~ ..... 
·insi.d.e .~t;_he·· :build~ng ._ls F (m3/s) ~ Let.: <'t> - be the average age_: 
the ~ir,. ~efined .as the average tirne ' that has elapsed since 
air ;entered the buildings, and <'tc> the average age ·of 
·Contaminant, defined as the average time that has elapsed s , 
the contaminant is emitted at the source. These two terms 
indicate the ability of the ventilation system (whether natural 
or mechanic~!) to supply fresh air and to remove contaminants: 
Relative contaminant removal effectiveness term is defined as the 
ratio between these two average ages, i.e.: · -
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ll = (1) 

r. order to measure this effectiveness termr two tests are 
.... .,. ~~'~::~~-~~P··: e' r:formed in the above mentioned building: a tracer gas 

: test to measure the effective ventilation· rate due 
ct mixing of fresh air with the room air~ · and a constant 

gas injection test to simulate the behaviour of 
'"Q~ ... ~ .. ant migration and removal. Let <b> be the average decay 

(which equals to the air exchange rate of the building) 
from the decay test, and <Cr> be the average steady

( tracer gas) concentration during the constant injection 

l~~~~iTpen, the average age of the air can be expressed as the 
cal of <b>: 

<•> = _1_ 
<b> 

(2) 

contaminant can also be obtained from the 

<-r > = F 
c V<cr> 

(3) 

is the tracer gas generation rate. 

~T~erefore, the relative removal effectiveness, ~' can be 
r~ssed . in _ the measurement results from ~ the two-part 
riment, as: 

ll- F 
V<b> <Cr> 

(4) 

s expressio~ is the same as that of [4). : The difference is 
t : the previous derivation :[4] starts from .the experimental 
a, .while the .above derivation (equations 1-4) . begins with a 

mM~ucoretical definition for a .generic building. ·J ,. 

, ._ 

·' ; The "relativeness" of the ~ term can be .shown more directly 
!; ~_it Js expressed in~ c:: relation .- with another .. , .t wo popularlY 

loy_ed term: the average ·.ventilation effectiveness defined by 
~ret : [2], <ec>, -~·nd the . air exchange .efficiency . ,defined ·bY 
l1<ibe;-g [3], _ ~ 'lla· .· Th~ Skaret's .term . is defined · as the .ratio 
~"!~en,ex~aust and ~he _ aye~~ge room contaminant concentrat~on at 

st;.eady-state; i.e. ; ... ~- . .· _: ;.:-·: . ~ !: : ..:, 
'F/o · · :.F/O ' ·..: V -1 ··.: .... <ec> =--- ·= - -x-- . . :!! 
<cr> F · 0 <•c:> · · . (5) -

. ~ 
r· .-
The air exchange efficiency is the ratio between the nominal time 
constant, tn = V/Q, and the average age of the air, as: 
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1l = V/0 
a 2 <<t> 

The relation between ~ and these terms can be 
"'. =··· . 
. • . • J.L = <e> 

. : -._":·. ; 211a ... 
· ~ 

' · The relative removal effectiveness integrates the c 
of air-exchange efficiency and ventilation effectiveness · 
be understood as the relative effectiveness of remov 
contaminant from the space with respect to a given air 
efficiency. When the contaminant is removed from the space· 
than the room air, the relative removal effectiveness is 
than unity. Otherwise, when the contaminant is removed 
slowly than the room air being replaced by the fresh air, 
value would be less than unity. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

Experiments were carried out in an apartment bui 
Montreal. Each experiment consisted of a constant trac 
injection test and a tracer gas decay test. During the inje 
period, tracer gas CH4 was injected at a constant rate for:' 
to -four hours to permit the CH4 concentration levels tore 
steady state. Once the injection stopped, measurement :o-f
decay was continued for another 2 to 3 hours. No mixing fan 
used during both injection and decay. ··· - ·- · ·-·· J 

- "' --Twelve tests· were · conducted during the winter season of 
to -:1989: for- combinations ·of :the following test conditions: 
hood Off/On; · ~ (2) · forced ,air system· Off/On, (3) 'interior: 
Closed/Open, and (4)" exhaust fan Off/On. · 

··-:--::· Figure : 1 show -the tracer gas concentrations of the test 
The -lines on the figure have a general pattern of rise and ~v·W~~-~ 
During : .:·the '! ·. time · of ~,. constant . ·.;-emission, the - tracex:::ol 
concentrat-ion·· increase,-.. :~ ·more · '' or less, for all 12 sampl 
locations'. During decay, ~ the -concentrations decrease. Both· ·r 
and·: decay" ·exhibit ·an · exponential · behaviour. The· steady-st: 
concentrations during the rise period were different - for 'the 
sampling locations. The _differences ·in the results were du 
th~ contaminant (tracer- :gas) · ml gration, which ' depends upon· 
airflow field in the apartment. The conditions of the range ho 
the forced air system, the interior doors, the exhaust fan, 
the indoor I outdoor climate affect the contaminant dispers 
patterns. · · - ., 

Table 1 shows the results for the 12 tests together with the 
climatic parameters. The~ values vary with test conditions. The 
greatest influence on the ~ values are the operations of the 
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~-·~-~.nod 1 which removes a large -amount of contaminants 
•-c=.o·+-ed by the tracer gas) . The higher 1.1 values for tests with 

ation indicate the hood .being an effective source 
ice. When the hood is not in operation, the 1.1 values 

.......,...,..._,..,... than ··unity, which indicates that the contaminant (tracer 
. injection) .. are removed from the apartment slower than 

air being replaced. The other three test conditions (the 
iij~~air system, the interior door and the exhaust fun) also 

the relative removal effectiveness 1 but to a lesser 

theoretical analysis of the relative contaminant removal 
iveness term which describes the ability of a ventilation 

em to remove contaminants under given air exchange efficiency 
esented. The derivations show that the term is well defined 

is closely related with other concepts and definitions used 
studying ventilation performance in buildings. 

_ The experiment results show the effects of the operation of 
·~-~--1 exhausts, forced air system, interior partitions and 

st fans on the pollutant migration and removal. 
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Table 1. Relative Contaminant Removal Effectiveness 
Hood Off On 

Forced Air Off On Off on 

Door Closed Open losed Open Closed Open lo3ec;l Open 

Fan Off on Off on Off On Off On Off On Off on 

Test t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . 8 9 · 10 11 12 

J.1 0.74 0.63 0.90 0.87 0.83 0.92 3.68 3.61 4.70 1.98 3.68 3.26 

Ti - To 29.7 29.9 33.5 24.0 25.7 17.8 31.0 36.9 18.7 28.6 30.5 29.3 

v 8.39 22.2 11.9 25.5 14.5 10.6 18.8 14.6 15.3 17.1 10.6 4.9 

D w w NNE WSW N w ENE w ESE NE NNE NNW 

Note: v J.S t. e w1.na speea l.n mpn, ana D J.s tne wl.na direc J.on. 
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Figure 1: Forced Air-Off, Door-Closed, Hood-Qff and Fan-off 
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